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Well, the first bit of news will come as no surprise. It is now 1986 - daylight saving permitting.
This means that we have a new year to look forward to (funny that; every time the old year
starts to run out - finally limping on to the ultimate moments of December 31
in leaps
another year just before the gates close and
CLANG! it's January 1.) I apologise for any lack
of originality in this editorial, but it is, after all,
traditional to look back over the year just gone,
and to speculate on the promise of the next
twelve months.

1985 was in many ways, a watershed year in
hang gliding.
Internationally, we saw our World
Championship title go to the British team in
what must be seen as a triumph of organisation,
conscious development and team tactics, over the
individual brilliance and exuberance of our quite
daunting collection of talented pilots. If ever we
were going to get a free lesson in how to win
team competitions and on how to produce quality
pilots, then our loss to the British at Kossen was
it. The next World Championships, to be held at
Mt. Buffalo in late 1987 and early 1988, will see
how well we have adapted to the new realities
of competition flying.
On the domestic side, we saw the H.G.F.A. executive more from Melbourne to Sydney; For three
years previous to this, Wes Hill, Craig Aitken
and Robert Owen had administered our affairs in
a business-like and competent manner and we
all owe them our heartfelt thanks for a job well
done.
The new committee - seven N.S.W. pilots with
collective flying experience of more than 50
years - has, in the space of six months produced
a number of important programmes which should
mean major improvements in both our enjoyment
of hang gliding and our rather chequered safety
record. Some of the changes, like the proposed
new rating system, will take some getting used
to. There is nothing unusual about this - I can
well remember the heated debate over whether
or not the wearing of helmets should be compulsory - and the end result of the change will be
a more flexible, relevant and challenging system
which should continue to serve us well into the
1990's.
I urge you all to support the new
system, as well as our other initiatives, so that
we can continue to grow and mature as a sporting entity.
Finally, in the dying moments of 1985, our much
respected Royal Society for the Prevention of
Enjoyment of Altitude (otherwise known as the
D.O.A.) ran out of excuses for inaction and ended up promulgating the new A.N.O. 95.8, thus
making legal what we have been doing for the
past ten years anyway. This just goes to show
that, even with a public service whose leaders believe in Local Government in Spite of Democracy
persistance can achieve the impossible - and even
common sense.
As for 1986 ...... well that's up to us.
Happy New Year.
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Sydney and this situation is likely to continue
for a number of years. Therefore, it is difficult for either organisation to make the best
use possible of a Melbourne based Executive
Director and/or his secretary.

HANG GLIDING
FEDERATION of
AUSTRALIA
H.G.F .A. REPORT
By Martyn Yeomans
(President)

3. The Parachute Federation recently took a position that they wanted (after 4 - 5 years) to
terminate the services of Richard Dakers and
employ a new Executive Director. Their
attitude was discussed between representatives
of each group and H.G.F.A. and the Aerobatic
Club felt obliged to agree to Parachute's
request.
In doing so, it was decided that
whilst the new Executive Director would be
based in Melbourne and report primarily to the
P.F., the secretary would be employed and
based in Sydney and work primarily for
H.G.F.A. and the Aerobatics Club. In view of
the numbers of participants in the various
organisations, the new arrangement is quite
equitable, e.g. Parachuting has about 6,000
members, we have 2,000 and Aerobatics has
about 300.
4. Finally,
regret to have to report that
Richard Dakers recently discovered he has lung
cancer and will have to undergo intensive treatment for an indefinite period. I'm sure all
members would join with me in thanking
Richard for his past efforts on our behalf and
wishing him a speedy and complete recovery.

As most members will be aware, we have for 4
- 5 years been part of an organisation known as
the Sports Aviation Administrator Committee. This
Committee consisted of 3 member organisations the Parachute Federation, H.G.F.A. and the Aust- I
ralia Aerobatic Club. The Committee was origin- Elsewhere in this issue is a "Position Vacant" ad.
ally formed at the suggestion of the Federal for our new Secretary. She/he will occupy an
Department of Sport and Tourism to utilise the office at Sports House in Sydney and wil probservices of an Executive Director (Administrator), ably be working for 3 - 4 days per week for a
who would be funded by a grant from the Depart- total of about 25 hours. From 3/2/86 all telephone
ment. Since the inception of this arrangement, enquiries and correspondence should be directed to
Mr. Richard Dakers has held the position of Exec- l our new Administration office at:utive Director and has been located in the nation- I
Suite 508, Sports House,
al headquarters of the Parachute Federation in
157-161 Gloucester Street,
Melbourne. Over the years Richard has performed
Sydney. N.S.W. 2000
a number of valuable tasks on our behalf including
assisting in the running of the Nationals, seeking
Phone No.: (02) 251 2704
sponsorship funds for competitions, processing membership renewals, short term memberships, ratings,
Note that from 3/2/86, H.G.F .A. will have only
etc.
one address and one phone number. The office
For a variety of reasons, the 3 parties have will have an answering machine on which messagreed to alter the arrangement which has been ages can be left when the office is unattended.
in place since 1980. Some of the reaons for the The new secretary will deal with general matters,
(e.g. lost "Skysailors", processing rating forms,
change are:memberships, etc.) and refer other matters to the
1. Neither the Aerobatic Club nor H.G.F.A. really appropriate member of the H.G.F.A. Executive.
want an "Executive Director" as such, i.e. Members of the Executive (particularly our Secretsomeone who theoretically is the primary ary, Phil Mathewson) will be frequent visitors to
spokesperson for the sport; whereas the Para- this office, especially in the first month or two
chute Federation does want such a person. whilst "systems" are being developed and the secThe primary need of Hang Gliding and Aerobat- retary is learning his/her job. We are looking for
ics has been (and will continue to be) administ- a competent "administrator", not necessarily somerative assistance, i.e. processing memberships, one who knows a lot about hang gliding, so please
keeping records, dealing with general enquiries, be courteous and patient with any enquiries you
may have in the early stages of his/her employetc.
ment, whilst he/she "learns the ropes".
2. The Aerobatic Club's committee is, and always
has been in Sydney. Since may 1985, the Nat- P.S. We will provide details about the successful
applicant in the February or March edition.
ional Executive of H.G.F.A. has been based in
SKYSAILOR
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FROM THE NATIONAL SAFETY DIRECTOR
The H.G.F.A. Committee has received
of requests for advice on what to do
odd recalcitrant pilot who Is not only
nuisance of himself, but Is jeopardising
use of a particular site.

a number
about the
making a
the future

The legal position Is that responsibility for safety
has been placed In the hands of the H.G.F.A. by
A.N.O. 95.8. That · does not mean that there Is
nothing the State Associations can do. Each has
its own constitution and under those constitutions
disCiplinary action can be taken against members.
But the H.G.F.A. Is in the happy position that
whatever it does has the force of the law of the
land under the Air Navigation Act and the delegations given to it under the A.N.O.95.8. This is the
position under the existing A.N.O. 95.8 and under
the new one, due to be promulgated on the 30th.
November, 1985.
While it has always been understood that the
H.G.F.A. can take away a pilot's licence or "derate" him, It appeared to some of us that a more
effective sanction may be to allow safety officers
to ban a recalcitrant pilot from a particular site
for a period of time, rather than take his rating
off him. Consequently at the December meeting
of the H.G.F.A. the following resolution was passed
as a direction and regulation under A.N.O. 95.8

4.2:
(I)

Any pilot subject to a ban may, within 7 days
of the ban taking effect, appeal to any Club
or association of members operating from the
particular site at its next meeting. If there
Is no such Club or association, the pilot may
appeal to the relevant State Association.. The
ban shall remain in force pending the appeal.

If a pilot who has been banned from a particular

I

site in accordance with those procedures attempts
to fly there, h~ will be in breach of the A.N.O.
He can be reported to the Department of Aviation
for prosecution, and in an extreme case, the police can be called. Now all this sound positively
Draconian, but the rules of natural justice have
been incorporated to prevent trigger happy Safety
Officers from banning people that they simply
don't like, and a right of appeal is given. Personally I think the system of peer group pressure has
worked very well in hang gliding, and the art of
gentle persuasion is likely to get much better
results than resort to the law. But occasionally
there comes a time when more forceful measures
In addition to that both
may have to be used.
Local Government authorities and the Department
believe that we can do a much better job if
gentle persuasion is backed up by legal cudgels.
There is some force in that view.
Kieran Tapsell,
National Safety Director.

If two Safety Officers are of the opinion that

a pilot has breached the Air Navigation
Orders, the Air Navigation Regulations, or the
rules applicable to the particular site as laid
down by the H.G.F.A., the State Association
or any Club or association of members operatIng from that site, or has done or threatened
to do anything which may endanger the safety
of other pilots or of the public, a notice may
be given to that pilot in writing specifying a
period of time during which the pilot will be
banned from flying from that particular site.
(il) The pilot in receipt of the notice may make

Owens Valley
1.., .
'7q

Yosem ite
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/
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submissions in writing or orally to the Safety
Officers concerned within 7 days of the
receipt of the notice.

JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY

(iiI) If the pilot does not make any such submissions, or if after making submissions, the

This is an organised tour of
the Hang-gliding sites in the

Safety Officers are still of the opinion that
the pilot should be banned, the pilot shall be
banned for the period of time specified in the
notice or such other time as varied by the
Safety Officers after the hearing of the submissions.
(Iv) The ban shall take effect 7 days from the
date of the Notice.
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There will be limited seats.
ApprOXimately 10 -15 only.
Send me your Name & Address NOW!!
We will put you on the mailing
list for more Information.
Haydn Redfern.
P.O. Box 251,
Cairns 4870.

ACCIDENT REPORTS
There are three accidents of some significance to
report this month. Everyone of them involved
the modification of a glider in one way or another.
The first involved a pilot who was doing some
filming.
Despite his own misgivings about the
idea, he agreed to put some black plastic over the
leading edge of the glider to make the glider look
totally black - as the film producer requested.
Some of the plastic came off one wing, destroyed
the lift and had him spiralling into the base of a
cliff at Warriewood.
While not many pilots come under pressure from
film producers to do things that they might not
otherwise do, it does occasionally happen that
pressure can be exerted by friends, relatives and
peers to take off in conditions which the pilot
does not particularly like. The same principles
must apply - you have to put your foot down.
It has often been said in aviation circles that the
greatest killer of pilots is overconfidence, that
there are old pilots and there are bold pilots, but
there are no old bold pilots.
On the 15th. November this year we had an
example at Stanwell Park of overconfidence which
was really quite breathtaking. The following list
of matters in combination was positively lethal.
As it turned out there was no fatality, just a very
sore young man with a badly broken leg.

The glider tucked and he crashed at the bottom of the mushroom tunnel and was killed
instantly.
8. In any event our injured pilot is reported to
have told his friends on Bald Hill that he was
glad there were no other pilots there as they
might try and stop him flying.
9. The pilot took off, and despite the strong lift
on the point of the hill never got above it.
It was quite obvious that the glider was totally
unstable.
He crashed into Bald Hill about
three quarters of the way in a place more forgiving than in 1979.
The purpose of these regular reports to Skysailor
are for educational reasons entirely.
For this
reason we do not publish names except where
there has been a fatality. Most accidents occur
through momentary inattention of some sort or
another, and there is little point in "bagging"
people for this, particularly when they have often
suffered quite painful and severe injuries. Further,
we all know that we have either done similar
things in the past or are capable fo doing them
in the future. But where a pilot is prepared to
throw out the window the collective hang gliding
experience of some 15 years, his overconfidence
is really quite breathtaking.
The third accident involves a reported fatality at
Mt. Spring, A.C.T. where a modification was made
to a glider. A full report will be given when
more details are made available.

1. The pilot was PR 3, but not for very long.
2. He turned up to fly at Bald Hill late in the
afternoon on a day when the wind was gusting
to 30 m.p.h. and was affected both in direction
and strength by squalls.
3. There were no other pilots on the hill. When
you consider that there are at least 30 "sky
junkies" in Stanwell Park alone, this says an
awful lot about the conditions.

Kieran Tapsell,
(National Safety Director)
Editor's Note:
A comprehensive eyewitness account of the Mt.
Spring accident was published in the December
issue.

4. He took from the roof of his car, not his normal certified and quite safe glider, but a
Tweetie, a glider uncertified, uncertifiable and
at least 10 years old. Even in its heyday, it
was not regarded as particularly safe.
5. A report in the local newpaper quoted a friend
as saying that this was the first time he had
flown it. Another report indicated that he had
flown it once out at the sandhills. Either way,
it doesn't matter much.
6. The pilot was not only prepared to fly a suspect glider, in such conditions, but he had also
modified it "to make it go faster".
7. He had previously been told by a more experienced pilot that the last pilot to try and modify a Tweetie had died in it. Indeed in 1979
at Stanwell Park a pilot took off in a Tweetie
whose performance he was trying to improve.
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POSITION VACANT
ADMINISTRATION SECRETARY
The Sports Aviation Administrator Committee is
see king a competent, reliable person to manage
the joint Sydney office of the H.G.F.A. and the
Aerobatic Club. The position entails handling the
day-to-day administrative Needs of both organisations including processing periodic newsletters (for
the Aerobatic Club), dealing with general correspondence, maintaining records, etc.

~
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Qualifications: The successful applicant must have
have a good
good typing skills;
phone manner and be able to work
productively without direct supervision.
Location:

Sports House,
Sydney.

Gloucester

Street,

Hours:

Approximately 25 hours per week
initially but this could increase to
40 hours during 1987.

Salary:

$8.00 per hour (casual rates). Approximately $200 gross per week.

Commencement:

February 3rd, 1986.

Enquiries:

Phone Martyn Yeomans:(02) 290 3066 (b.h.)
(02) 337 6203 (a.h.)

STRESS LEVELS IN A HANG GLIDER AIR FRAME
By R.Q. McWhinney
I SWEAR I SAW A SWIFT DO A LOOP

F inancial Report (No.5)

was seeing swifts living with the air .... .
... while one, I swear, it bloody looped!
Fair dinkum! Looked just bloody right.
From what I've seen it looked wildly clean.

The foll owing donations have been received since
the last report:

I swear I saw a loop! I saw it,
the bird dived, rolled, left and up,
Right, and more left, hard along the verticaL ...
(silence)
And rolled out before stall.

Add: Victorian Hang Gliding
Association:

T~en

Dived straight - made speed while,
Smoothly rolled left, hard right,
Harder down and left, smoothing .. ..
.... And out, into a skyward dive .
Up again, again ... I'm hopin' I bloody see,
Sum men like it again, or maybe,
A loop (silence). Eh?
Axe Head, (c. Pacey)

Balance at 25 October, 1985:

R. Snedden:
Balance at 4 December , 1985:

$911.05
130.00
5.00
$1,046.05

Technical Review:
The shop floor testi ng mentioned in the previous
article has been comple t ed and a summary of the
results should be available for public ation In t he
next upda te article.
By the time this update article goes to press, we
should have obtained permission from t he Departme nt of Communications to transmit digital data
from the in-flight Glider back to the ground based
recorder. The current program is to complete the
in-flight tests by the end of February 1986 and to
publish these results as soon as possible thereafter.
More Information in the next update article.
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espana!

BY Dermot ,M eaney
Birgit and
myself arrived
in
Spain via the Pyrenees on Sept.
1st., a typical European day, hot
with a few cu's scattered around
the
azure
sky.
Damn!
It
invariably seems to be a good flying day when we are travelllng.
Late that night we motored into
the sleepy little village of Ager,
booked into the caravan park
($2.00) and went to sleep under
the clear, starry Spanish sky.
Monday morning looked disappointing at first as the sky appeared
to be totally overcast.
But as
the morning bore on, and the sun
reached higher, the huge mass of
Montsech
loomed
through
the
early morning valley mist we had
mistaken for an overcast sky.
Montsech Is the leading edge of
a huge tilted plateau on the
north side of the Ager valley.
It takes the form of two large
steps totalling over 3,200 ft.
from peak to valley floor.
It
has two t/off points; one very
bad at the peak and two very
good ones 1 km. away.
The
peak launch has claimed a few
Injuries
(serious)
and
lives,
although the peak launch is 200
ft. higher there was no question
which one Birgit and I were goIng to use. The peak launch Is
a two step jump over an almost
sheer craggy rockface, the other
two are long, smooth, cleared
runways with moderate slopes.
Oh the flying..... I almost forgot
..... By the time we had done
our shopping (wine and bread) the
sky was ready for us, clear and
blue.
Due to our lack of a
driver, a definite curse In our
sport, the road being quite rough
and it being a new site, I flew
this day on my own.
By the
time I had rigged, three Germans
and a few whisps of cumulus had
appeared. A good, hard run like
as though el Torro was after me
and I found myself airborne in
the heart of a fletsy Spanish
thermal.
During the next hour
I had reached cloudbase diagonally
across
the
valley
from

launch which placed me 5 kms. think this was because the majorup wind from the end of the plat- ity of thermals were born on the
eau.
The
dry
mountainous step between the two. When we
arrived back at the caravan park
terrain ~read around the horizon that evening we noticed that two
for 360 with the snow capped French pilots had arrived with a
Pyrenees just breaking the invers- nice big Range Rover, adorned
ion dust 100 kms. behind and to with huge padded roof racks.
the north of Montsech.
Because They turned out to be very nice
of the bad road system in this people and extremely generous,
part of Spain we had decided offering to transport us and our
against any X-C flying. For the divers up to the mountain for
rest of the day I spent my time the next four days. The owner
Investigating the plateau from of the ve.hicle is called Patrick
2,800 ft. above to 500 ft. below. a relaxed, mild mannered fellow
Both ends of the plateau are cut of ten years' flying experience
by a river carving its way south and Bernard, a young almost
from the Pyrenees forming two hyperactive aeronautical engineerspectacular canyons.
ing student with only one year's
experience.
Tuesday was clear and hot but
unfortunately the wind was 30 to Thursday we went up the hill
40 kts. on launch.
quite early and launched about
1.30 p.m. Again, as on the first
Wednesday
.... Birgit
had
her day I launched straight into the
chance and vented her two days' heart of a thermal. The problem
disappointment with over 3~ hrs.
was I think, it was having a
In the rough and tumble Ager heart attack at the time, as it
air. She spent most of her time tossed me and my Foil back at
down the Eastern end of the plat- the hill. I am glad to say that
eau finding no shortage of therm- neither my Foil nor my claker
als above the plateau but when valve let me down.
That day
she went to the lower ridge it turned out to be very rough and
was a struggle to get up.
I one found it very uncomfortable
SKYSAILOR
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Arcones is most definitely a top 1.
class site one should visit with
a
reasonable
hill
climbing
vehicle, a driver and a couple of
weeks free to fly X-C, in midsummer. Sunday was blown out 2.
with a hot northerly, just like
the ones we get in summertime
in S.A.
A Spanish pilot took us
to Madrid on Sunday afternoon
via the magnificent historic cathedral in Segovia.

On the first day we could
not find our way up to
launch, so we did some wine
tasting (guzzling),
The second day we found
that the wind was coming
over the back, so we reverted to the wine tasting and
watching two German pilots
attempt suicide.
The conditions modern-day gliders fly
never
cease
to
through
amaze me.

Monday afternoon we thanked
Tomas Del Ray, our previous
a
few
days
visiting
night's host, and set course for After
Granada to fly a site nearby Gibralta and Tangeirs we set our
named Loja (pronounced Loh-hah). sights on the City of Girona and
a previous invitation from SpanThe site is actually on a mount- ish W.M. team member Santi
ain called Sierra Gordo (sound Font to fly at his home site.
familiar?) and the local town is Doing our best to avoid the mass
Loja. The site is a large rounded of tourism along the Spanish Medmountain with a smooth, shallow iterranean coast we made Girona
cleared runway.
Take-off to in two days and were treated to
landing is about 1,800 ft. - 2,000 the most open and generous hospft. and the hill behind goes up itality one would find anywhere
for another 1,000 ft ..... The big in the world. It appears to me
bonus with this site is that it that Australian pilots (and Austresident
pilots)
get
has a very good road to launch, ralian
which we were beginning to "ezpeciale" treatment in this part
think was going to be the down- of the world and the hang gliding
fall of our little Ford Escort world in general. I can only put
station wagon, as the roads to this down to our competition
all the other sites we flew in successes as this is about the
Spain were bad. Birgit had tWo only aspect of Australian flying
quite uneventful flights at Loja that is generally well known.
and I drank large quantities of
delicious Red Wine, even more Santi set us up with a small chatthan usual as the temperature eau to live in, which was situated
about half kilometre from the
was up in the low 30's.
landing area.
One could land
The other site we visited in closer but the landing area was
southern Spain was called El smaller and it was not alongside
Bosque. We did not get to fly a bar. He also gave us directions to Roca Curba ("curved
there due to two factors:-

rock"). Again the track is rough
dusty, steep and long but generally O.K. if you drive carefully.
At Roca Curba we had four days
of good flying and incredible
ground-bound experiences, which
would take another couple of
pages to even half describe.
On the first day we went up the
hill quite late in the afternoon
to find ourselves 300" below
cloudbase whilst we were still
standing on launch.
There are
two ramps one can launch from,
one towards the "front" of the
hill and the other definitely over
the back. The front ramp is
short and steep, situated on a
bend of the road between a monastry and two huge communication towers, 150m. on either side
respectively.
When I launched,
the cloud had started to clag in
around the two towers to my
left, so as it's always my desire
to be at cloud base, I had to
climb up on the edge of it to
avoid the towers. I headed towards the vilage, and Santi's
house out in the valley only to
find some more bouyant evening
air. I landed a bit earlier than
usual because we were going to
a festival of fire in Girona that
night. The festival of fire is the
most amazing firework show I
have ever seen or even imagined
could be staged in public; it certainly would not be allowed in
Australia.
Imagine the "Rocks"
area in Sydney packed with
10,000 people, then another dozen or so running amongst them
throwing very noisy fireworks
around for a couple of hours.
Those firework throwers were
dressed as devils and goblins being followed by drummers beating
a hypnotic rhythm on a hot summer night.
The next day, Saturday, both Birgit and I flew together with the
locals from Barcelona. The landing area was restricted because
there was a clay pigeon club
operating in one half of it.
They were obviously very good
shots as not one hang glider pilot
was hit.
Many of the locals
went X-C, the best did about sixty kilometres and I think they
thought we were wimps for not
being interested in doing any XC ourselves.
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scared by a meanish looking cu
(my mum often told me to keep
away from big black bottomed
things in foreign countries), until
late afternoon when the abundant
lift turned into a velvet playground for glidernauts.
About
5.30 p.m, Bernard (the Frog), Birgit (the Swede) and Dermot (the
other Frog), met half way out in
the valley, all the others had
landed.
For another hour we
tried to out sink each other and
at the same time enjoy this huge
lump of smoother air that seemed to be reserved for us, over
Spain.

to be in a thermal at the same
level as another pilot.
Even
though the air at altitude was
rough, landing in the valley seemed to be very easy the majority
of time.
Friday, again Birgit and myself
had the chance to fly together,
so as it looked like we would
find it hard in the future (the
next three weeks in Spain) to fly
together, we pigged out in the
air while we had the chance ...
Both of us clocked over three
hours air time, I felt a bit bored
from not doing any X-C but Birgit was determined to clock
more airtime than me whilst we
were in Spain...... she succeeded.
That evening we were invited to
the most amazing feast of our
lives.
A Spanish couple by the
names of Albert and angela invited us to a genuine Spanish
paella, Catalunya style. Well to
cut a long story short, the paella
the weather, the company and
the wine made us feel that our
European trip was well worthwhile, plus I told a few stories
that had Albert coming back the
next day asking me if Australia
could really be so good .... ???

Saturday.... Birgit drove again today because we owed the Frenchmen a turn and her arms were
starting to ache (9 hours of
strong thermals in three days).
I had been playing around with
my pitchy adjustment before I
launched and paid for my foolishness in the air! To keep the glider flying at trim speed I had to
push out with about 10 lbs. of
bar pressure, consequently, it was
murder to push out in thermals.
I was on the ground within an
hour, my arms felt like jelly.
Twenty or so pilots were up
from Barcelona that day and
even though they seemed to
crowd the launches, they spread
very thin through Motsech's vast
sky.
Sunday..... Albert and Angela (the
semi resident couple of the caravan park) offered to drive the
Rover for us and as luck would
have it that day was the best
yet. Like the first day, the sky
was producing scattered cuts by
midday, the difference being base
was 2,100 ft. higher which was
100 ft. short of 10,000 ASL. We
had a few climbing duels, races
across the valley and back, got

The next day Birgit and myself
bade our farewells to the Spaniards and the Frenchmen as we
headed for Arcones in the heart
of Spain, 50 - 60 kms. north of
Madrid. We camped at Arcones
on Tuesday night, but the weather let us down by developing big
cu-nims over launch for the next
three days.
Great weather for
guzzling good wine and spicey
Spanish sausages, though, "hic" our hangovers were rewarded on
Saturday when the Madrid pilots
came up and gave us a lift in
their Land Rover. Arcones is a
long snaking mountain range, 70
kms. or so, with flat land in all
directions from it.... Going directly over the back is a no, no, as
there lies Madrid and one of
accursed airports.
The
those
rest of the terrain is virtually "go
for it" country, with the distance
record being only 210 kms. held
by a German. Again we did not
do any X-C but went up the
ridge about 15 kms. to the first
gap, which with the thermal drift
we had, would have been a oneThe range is not
way ticket.
very steep (about 2,800' AGL.)
but produces strong predictable
thermals and has abundant top
landing areas. The tree line stops
short of the top by about 800 ft.
The Spaniards seem to enjoy
hopping
along
the
range,
I
suppose they stop for a fag and
enjoy the flowers and sweet
herbs growing there. The local
birds ("Buzzards") were present
in very large numbers which helped mark the thermal and add to
the excitement of the ass kicking thermals.
Then again, as
was now a regular occurrence,
the evening air was silky smooth,
learners
were
stationed
some
over launch at about 2,500 ft.
pushing the bar out and going up.
SKYSAILOR
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Sunday,
the
next
day,
was
Birgit's birthday, which she wanted to celebrate in the air. Ever
reliable Spain produced another
good - no, great - day. Similar
weather to S.A. in Autumn but
with good mountains. They say
. the weather is similar all the
year around! Can it be possible
that there is a place as good as
S.A.
maybe better???
After
a couple of hours most of the
pilots had landed, after three; all
but Birgit were on the ground
or gone X-C. She gradually sank
down to a small hill near the
landing zone where she decided
to spend another half an hour
while the rest of us were packing our gliders away.
That concluded the Spanish part
of our European holiday and by
far the most enjoyable. Sure the
Alps are pretty, but with inconsistant weathe·r , the French say
their wine is good, but the Spanish wine is made for drinking not
looking at.
Spanish pilots and the Spanish
We think
people generally?
they are the best people in
Europe. Viva Espania!
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'NHERE TO NOW?

by

ft.l\crk Dennis

Which way
will Hang Glider
designs go in the near future?
I think that with the present glider configuration, there are quite
a few improvements that can be
made.
Here are some of my
ideas.
Petrol is getting very expensive
and hangies use a lot of it. An
improvement would be made if
gliders could be packed up to
about 3.5 to 4 m. (12'). Then we
would be able to fit them onto
smaller, more economical
cars,
like
Suzuki
Swifts
and
Diahatsu Charades, without dangerous overhang.
My Probe II
packs up to about 4 m. with the
leading
edge's
(L.E.)
broken
down. It would take too long to
set up if it was broken down to
4 m. all the time. But, if most
of the battens could be kept in
when packed up, a glider would
be quicker to set up, and fitting
the outer leading edges may be
acceptable.
Quicker set up, is
another way of improving our
present gliders.
In the straight
part of the battens, tubular fibreglass could be used instead of
aluminium, which, when packed
up in the sail would be immune
to permanent bending.
If the
battens were angled out to the
trailing edge, it would make it
easier to fold the wings in with
the battens still in the sail. See
fig. I.
At least we should be
able to leave the outside battens
in.

The trend now seems to be moving towards gliders without keel
pockets.
I've flown a foil and
I reckon it's the way to go. But,
I also like the ideas of the
Dawn, (American glider), using
solid struts in place of the side
flying wires and placing more
load on longer cross bars. This
takes load off the L.E.'s therefore reducing the need for thick
and heavy L.E. tube. The Dawn
has no top rigging drag, because
there isn't any top rigging. Consequently, it doesn't have any
Luff lines to hold reflex in the
sail. Reflex improves pitch stability during
low or
negative
angles of attack.
It does however, have a keel pocket which
I assume has a post in it to hold
reflex in the sail.
I thought,
"wouldn't it be good if you could
make a Dawn without a keel
pocket".
Then I thought, "how
could you put reflex in the inboard
part
of
the
wings?"
Here's my idea.
It could be
used on a conventional glider to
eliminate the Luff lines. If two
or three of the double surface
(D.S.) battens were extended to
the T.E., it would cause sail reflex. See. Figs. 2a. & b. The
battens would need to be made
of tubing with decent ridgidity.
The batten pockets may need to
be unsewn to the T.E., except at
the end, to allow the rear single
surface to be flat in normal
flight.
The front battens will
only need to be half battens.

Uncler 5~c.e eAe.J
to trqi\il\~ ed,!e. ,

Win~s wil:h qn~led

baHet'l5 for faster

set-vp Md break·
down .

L.£ .

Under ~ur fat.t.
»Q~ens t..~t.nd

t.rCliling
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Lighter gliders would be a nice
improvement. If we go the way
tqe Dawn has gone, epoxy graphite, or carbon fibre could be
used for leading edges. Such exotic materials are being more
commonly used nowadays.
e.g.
push bikes frames and surfer
masts.
I think handling in roll could be
improved.
The Foil is heading
in the right direction.
It has
tight,
precise
handling,
with
little roll delay.
I haven't had
The Foil
a zap on a GTR yet.
and myoid Pulsar have a single
wire on the end of the back
wires.
See Note in Fig. 2a. I
didn't know what it was for
when I saw it on myoid Pulsar,
but the first time I saw a Foil
set up and I moved the back of
the keel I knew why Mark Mitsos
(The Designer), had put it there.
It helps the Foil's keel to float.
I'm going to attempt to explain
how a keel pocketless, inclosed
cross-bar glider turns, and how
the roll rate could be improved.
But first I'd better explain what
a "pitchy" is, as I'm going to use
it in my explanation.

Now imagine the triangle control
frame of the glider is the
Triangle of the Pitchy. The side
wires are the support cables.
The wings are the keel tube.,
and the hang point is the top
point of the "pitchy". Referring
to Fig.4 as the pilot swings left,
the top of the triangle control
frame and the rear of the keel
left
relative
to
the
swings
centre lines.
The centre lines
run through the nose plate and
down at right-angles to the midspan point of the wings. A rear
portion of the keel is connected
to the trailing edge of the sail.
So, as the rear of the keel is
moved left by the pilot swinging
left, the sail's right trailing edge
is pulled tighter against the sail
frame (cross-bar leading edge)
and the left trailing edge has
This
reduced tension on it.
causes billow shift which aids
roll. Also, more load is place on
the left side wire and consequently the left wing. Look at it as
if the entire wing is stationary
and the keel moves relative to
the wings. I was told about the
pitchy analogy by Shane Gleeson.

A "pitchy" is a device used to reduce bar pressure during pitch
movements.
It consists of two
identical triangular plates joined
at each corner with spacer and
As
a bolt. See Fig. 3
the weights, (pilot) is moved forTvrrilO~ left..
more billow
ward or back, the length of each
more. -laosion .
\
/
support changes relative to the
harness cable. So more load is
transferred to one cable than to
the other, which are connected
keel Sw,~. -to left .
to the keel.
This effectively
changes the hang points. It also
increases the effective radius of
your swing, thus reducing bar Now, there is something restricting the glider's geometry operatpressure.
ing truly like a pitchy.
The
cross-bar is connected to the keel
via cables or a strap. See Fig.
5a. These connectibns run from
the back of the keel around the
king post
to the cross-bars.
They restrict the keel's free
movement relative to the wings.
If the king post is removed, a la
Dawn, the keel can float more
The ideal would be 'a
freely.
one piece cross bar without any

-

connection to the keel. But it
would be difficult to set up, and
probably wouldn't be able to
handle the compression. If poles

were connected from the nose
plate to the middle of a normal
folding C.S., it would do the job
of holding the C.S. out and allow
the keel to be fully floating. See
Fig. 5b. Perhaps a Zyp in the
under surface or in the nose to
get in and connect the poles. Of
course it would be difficult to
set up a "rag-out" rope (V.B.),
which I reckon is a nuisance anyway. Another way would be to
fit a pitchy to the cross-bars.
See Fig. 5c. The radius of swing
of the keel would be increased,
therefore
movement
is
less
restricted.

tbl

(e)

I

GreQ~et

(odi .. !>

of ''''·'n~.

reckon we should work towards
full mechanical billow shift to improve roll rates,
e.g. as you
swing your body, it causes the
billow of each wing to directly
change, like ailerons roll a sailplace, without relying on weight
differences between sides to aid
roll.
If we can increase the
roll rate, the pilot can be moved
closer to the wing and into slower moving air.
I hope this article helps to arc
up the brains and get some ideas
flowing.
SKYSAILOR
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CALENDAR
LAWRENCE HARGRAVE INTERNATIONAL
Dates:

25th. Jan. - 2nd. Feb. '86.

Venue:

Stanwell Park, N.S. W.

Entry Fee:

$80.00.

Further
Information:

Kieran Tapsell,
19 Stanwell Avenue,
Stanwell Park. N.S. W. 2509

PUB

WI TH

NO

(Festival day - 30/3/86)

Venue:

Stanwell Park, N.S. W.

Entry Fee:

$30.00.

Further
Details:

John Coby,
3A Raymond Rd.,
Thirroul. N.S.W. 2515

Mount ain, Bowra ville NSW.

(Just 150km
~ntry

bent
the

Har-

Entry
Cat

I~ orth

of Cundletown!)

Requirements: P.R.3 or exp. P.R.2,

STANWELL PARK FREESTYLE
Immediately following
graves International.

FLY-I N

Da te s: Easter we ekend - 28-31/3/86

Venue: Whip

Dates:

BEER FESTIVAL

mind, and a limp.

Fe es: Dont
Minding: Apply

be

silly!
Cundletown

Violin

Works, Craven Way,
Cundletown.
Further

Ron
or

COASTAL CHALLENGE
Venues:

Victorian
sites.

Further
Details:

Rob Van der Klooster, (052) 22 3019
Wesley Hill, (03) 277 7942
See Vic. News section in this issue.

west

coast

and

Details:
Cristiaans: (02 ) 66 5833 5,
the

Editor.

Peninsular

TOWING GEAR AND CLASSES

NEW ZEALAND OPEN

HANG

GLIDING

D.C. Tow Load

CHAMPIONSHIPS

Tow tension meters.
"Delux" - with warning buzzer $150 + $5 P & P.
"Economy" - no buzzer $130 + $5 P & P.

Dates: 8th - 22nd February 1986 .
Venue: Coronet
Further

Peak, South Island, N.Z.

Details: See "Letters to

Edi tor" in

t his

the

issue.

Tow Bridles
with low stretch rope $27. 50 + $2.50 P. & P.
plus leader rope, tow rope, weak link twine, etc.
P.O.A.
Towing Classes
Learn to tow with experienced instructor.

KILLARNEY

COMPETITION

Dates: 22nd-23rd February 1986.

Session 1 - for P.R.2 & 3 pilots.
Session 2 - for P.R.4 & 5 pilots and pilots who
have completed Session 1.

Venue: Killarney (near Warwick), Cild.

For bookings and gear phone
(065) 72 4747, or write to:-

Coinci des with Killarney Town's 75th.
anniversary.
Further Details: Jerry Furnell _
(07) 3 99 6108 .
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Denis

"Phoenix Park,"
Dights Crossing,
Singleton. N.S. W. 2330

Cummings

Qualities of a good '
•
Hang Driver ...

,.

- Gullible (to belelve bulldust pilot tales),
- Loyalty (to support takes in pub),
- Broad bum to sit on rocks on take off and
no personal interests which could detract from
the splendour of "driving".
- Strong biceps to grip wheel on rough terrain, to
carry one end of glider, to carry full esky, help
launch.
- Selective deafness to only hear important landIng location instructions.
- Ability to use chainsaw (when directed road has
massive tree trunk blocking access.
- Second language to enable driver to understand
garbled CB messages,
- Esp. to.. forsee pilot's landing site.
- Foresight to fill esky, petrol tank before departure (early!),
- Stupidity to follow instructions given by pilot to
follow roads where no pilot has been before.
- Absorbant shoulder to console bombed out pilot
thru "no fault of their own".
- Telescopic vision to confirm sightings of amazing antics of pilot 6,000 feet above.
- Thick skinned as to not take offence when wearing tightest jeans, best make-up, then to be
greeted as "GREAT, HERE'S A DRIVER".

The Blackheath Ramp

Rolfus Erroneous, Ar t y a nd Ji m at t empt
t o lift a big s t ick , while Trevor pokes
it with a smaller one.

THE IDEAL "HANG DRIVER" VEHICLE
- Automatically speeds up as approaching flying
site.
- Petrol tank that never runs out.
- Auto homing device to locate landed pilot.
- CB that will transmit through hills, mountains.
- Ability to carry six gliders plus parts.
- Room for only one driver (to allow extra space
for pilots and not waste a good driver).

With t he job done, the only problem
is what to do next.

THE "COMPETITION" DRIVER
- This skilled driver has extra qualities such as,
ability to releive boredom while waiting all day
when director says, "It might clear up, let's
wait another two hours", or"Wind might abate,
let's decide after 3 o'clock", or another; "the
rain might stop later, we'll decide then".
- Ability to show enthusiasm when pilots entertain
themselves (during the short delay before the
start) by comparing harnesses, instruments, and
other equally thrilling items.
Written by Sue, Heather and Rhonda (Drivers)
A qu i ck thinkin g IJhD Ti ck le comes
up \'li t ': an id ea .
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Dear Chris,
I have been inspired to put pen
to paper over the new rating
system,
raised
in
December
issue. I was a little alarmed to
read, what I consider the pretty
high number of hours required,
in the air, per year to retain
both
the
intermediate
and
advanced.
am P.R.2
having laid my
hands on a hang glider for the
first time in my life in February this year.
Which means
I have been flying for 10
months now.
In all that time
I have managed the grand total
of 5 hours 20 minutes in the
air, to date. Which means I am
going to have to do one hell of
a lot more flying when I get
my 3 in order to retain it. I
appreciate that it will become
easier for me once I have my
3 as more sights will be open
to me, but I still consider that
number of hours to be rather
high for a minimum and really
not necessary in order to maintain skiI1 levels.
In fact I
think It could considerably have
an adverse effect on safety by
putting pressure on to fly in
marginal conditions in order just
to keep the logged hours up.
I enjoy my hang gliding, I think
it is a marvellous way to fly
and I hope to go on flying for
many years to come, building
my skiI1 and enjoyment along
the way. However, I am not a
fanatic.
My time must be
shared among many things, not
the least of which are my job,
my wife and my children, not
to mention the house which always seems to be in constant
need or repair and the grass
which keeps on growing and the
car which keeps on breaking
down.
Hmm ........ 1
think I
might consider becoming a hang
gliding fanatic after all.
Seriously though, will there be
no place in the sport anymore
for those pilots like myself for
whom han,g gliding is a great
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relaxation,
but
who do not
wish
to
pursue
it
to the
exclusion of anything else because that's what 1 think it will
need under the new system in
order to retain your correct rating and to advance, if those
hours are laid down as minimums?
On a different subject the car
stickers that have been issued
with SKYSAILOR on a couple
of occasions are a good idea
but how about a more lighthearted approach, such as "I'd
rather be hang gliding", or
"Hang glider pilots do it in
prone", or do you think that
this would lower the image of
the sport too much.
Yours sincerely,
David Middleton.
15528

With regard to the rating system; it should be remembered
that the proposed new system
is still in an early stag'e of
development and there are a
number of unresolved questions
remaining to be answered before
any final decision can be made.
The question of flying hours Is
proving to be one of the most
troublesome of all.
Flying experience can be seen
to have three aspects. Firstly,
the depth of a pilot's experience (measured In months or
years of involvement in hang
gliding) is a major determining
factor in a pilot's overall level
of airmanship.
Secondly, the
value of a pilot's experience is
largely dependent on the variety
of that experience, (both in
types of sites flown, and different meteorological conditions).
Thirdly,
there
can
be
no
substitute for hours spent in the
air.
After all, that is what
hang gliding is all about. Nowadays, our first few days of flying
are
watched
over
by
instructors who, while being generally proficient in imparting
the basic requirements of footlaunched
flight,
cannot
(no
matter how much you pay), sell
you experience.
Nor do they
pretend to.

Editor's Note:
As Editor, it is extremely gratifying
to
see
people
being
inspired by articles in SKYSAILOR, to contribute their own
ideas.
Firstly, it shows that
people are taking the time to
read the magazine, (even the
administrative stuff), and secondly, it shows that at least some
members feel that they can actually ma~e a differency by putting their points of view forward.

Now obviously, not everyone is
prepared to, or able to, devote
the time to hang gliding to
clock up fifty, or even twenty
hours in the air per year. This
is due to the sad reality of life
that most of us must spend
most of our time in gainful
employment.
The flexibility of
the new rating system has been
developed with all pilots in
mind, so that no-one is under
any pressure to progress faster
than circumstances and conditions allow. The first ruling of
the new system will, therefore,
be the only rating that most
weekend, or recreational pilots
will require will be this one.
Pilots holding this rating and

who have advanced their skills
since gaining it, along the lines
suggested in the new experience
"check lists" for each rating,
will have no problems with
access to most sites. Not only
will this system be more flexible; the new system's emphasis
on logged experience, should
make it easier for recreational
pilots to log up more hours.
For pilots who consider themselves slightly more committed
than the average weekend pilot,
the second and third ratings
(probably
named
Intermediate
and Advanced), will provide both
direction and challenge.
It is
invisaged that the holder . of an
Intermediate rating would be a
pilot who flies more than just
on
weekends,
and
possibly
spends some time visiting different sites. The Advanced rating
will be the recognition of truly
advanced flying skills coupled
with a comprehensive theoretical knowledge and extensive flying experience over a number
of years.
As I said earlier, the actual
hours required for each rating
is still unresolved, however I
feel that the twenty-five hours
required for conversion from
P.R.3 to the new "Intermediate"
rating is a bare minimum to
show an above average committment and level of airmanship.

Dear Editor -

Christo ph~,

Your
article
in
October
SKYSAILOR was enjoyable as I
often wonder what Leonardo or
the
Wright
Brothers
would
think to see us fly like birds
now;
I believe if they were
alive (and fit enough) today they would also buzz to the challenge of flight. Forget Rotgallo's
it's really only in the last few
years of this long (and painful)
evolution of mankind that we
very fortunate few - can traverse the skies in high technology
aircraft which fold up, weigh 35
kgs. and pack up onto the roof
of your car;
how good can it
get?... better yet; The stories
I have recently heard from fellow pilots returned from flying
overseas in Europe, have amazed
me mostly of the airspace regulations - It seems one can go
anywhere (except behind the Iron
Curtain where the Bear has
tanks lined up and pointing to
the sky) fly cross country and
not confront
the D.O.A.
It
seems as easy to just hand the
Australian D.O.A. a list of how
airpsace is regulated in the other
countries - and watch it work
miracles - This would be the ring
I believe the
on the cake
H.G.F.A. is doing all it can for
us.

Dear Chris,
have enclosed the promised
article about Spain.
hope the
typing is better than my writing
(wouldn't have to be very goocH,
well the spelling and grammar is
better (a bit anyway) and it's definitely better to decipher the
letters. I have also enclosed a
couple of photos Birgit took in
Kossen about the middle of October. We had them enlarged in
Pakistan (because it was cheap),
but as you can see from the
small one that they were enlarged very cheaply as well. I have
kept the negatives until you have
decided if you wish to use them
or not as I do not wish to part
with the negs.
I have also
enclosed some pics. of Spain for
the article.
If you have any
ideas for further articles you
would like, I . am open to suggestions.
A piece of news you might be
interested in is that Birgit and
I have started a Hang Gliding
School here in S,A. called Nu
Wings.
With regards,
Safe Soaring.
Dermot Meaney.
Editor's Note:

Julius Mal

Dear Chris,
Steve and I spent several months
in Italy this year at the factory
in Milan where I built a new test
rig on a Flat diesel truck. The
rig works great but the truck
takes half a mile to reach
required speeds.

Thanks, Dermot, for your contlrr
ued support of this magazine.
It's good · to know that you are
back in the country, although it
was nice to have a roving correspondent on "The Continent".
I wish you all the best in the
Nu Wings venture.

The solution was to have a long
runway. We obtained permission
to use Malpensa International airport runway where we were supplied with a control officer.
I'll bet this is the only certification test · ever carried out with an
air traffic controller connected
to the tower for runway clearances - and Italy is the only
country where this could happen!
Yours faithfully,
Bill Moyes.
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FORGETfING ABOUT THE
HARNESS LEG-LOOPS
Dear Editor,
I had the experience of not being
in my back-pack harness legloops during take-off.
Luckily,
with plenty of lift around at the
time, I could think without too
much terror.

So, instead of letting my legs go
completely Sideways, I pushed
them backwards; dropping down
into a half vertical, half prone
position. Hey presto - a lovely
sweet landing.

Anyone who read Adam Hunt's
frightening account of a similar
incident and with more disastrous
results - in SKYSAILOR, September 1984, will be well aware of

the potentially lethal consequencLater, some pilots gave me a es of such a simple error of takHowfew extra hints that I did not ing off "sans leg . loops".
ever, as there are many pilots
think of at the time:
who have started flying in the
Don't stay up too long. You last 15 months and who would
suddenly remember that you therefore not have read Adam's
During the run at launch, a feelare not in your leg-loops just cautionary tale, it seems a good
ing of something wrong was felt.
as you are dropping into an time to remind everyone of the
At first I assumed that somehow
A
arm wrenching hanging posit- moral of these two stories.
I was not attached to the hanghang-check should be carried out
ion. Silly you.
glider. This was because I was
immediately
before
EVERY
not lifted off the ground when _
Although it is wise to
Don't slip out of the harness flight.
the glider lifted strongly. I loos- ,
completely on take-off by have your wireman do a visual
ened my grip on the uprights,
accident.
This can happen check, the final responsibility reexpecting to part company: but
if you lift your arms vertic- mains with the pilot. Make sure
a short time later found myself
that you have carried out your
ally over your head.
hanging by my armpits, with my
hang-check fully.
And if in
arms going numb. My time was _
If you do land in a vertical doubt, lay down and do it all
up; I was sure.
hang position, you are a foot over again.
lower than normal in the "A"
When the glider kept on flying,
frame; so your arms need to
I thought - "Hey, it's flying normbe a foot longer to do a norally"; then, "I might even be able
mal flair.
to get into prone".
All that
Dear Chris,
needed to be done was to push
A person doing a hang-check
the foot bar that hung against
can miss looking for the leg- On behalf of everyone at the
my stomach, down to one knee.
loops around the legs.
Go Enterprise Wings factory, I'd like
Then it was a normal entry into
through
your
own
verbal to take this opportunity to say
prone.
thank you to all the pilots who
check as well.
have supported us since we began
After ten minutes of flying, Ivan Bate.
operations last year. I don't just
thinking and wishing for knees
mean the many pilots who have
with double joints, I started jokbought
our
wings,
but
also
ing with myself that maybe I Editor's Note:
everyone who has offered their
should fly as long as I could, as
support and encouragement in our
this might be my last flight. Thanks Ivan. It is really encour- fledgeling stages.
Then I realised such a thought aging to see that some pilots are
was extremely dangerous to my willing to relate their mistakes Now its all systems go for the
morale.
to others through SKYSAILOR so New Year, and we would like to
that others may learn from their wish everyone many enjoyable
While thinking that I would have mistakes.
There are, I expect, hours of safe flying.
to go into my arm-numbing land- millions of new mistakes yet to
ing routine, I verbally couched be made in hang gliding and it Best Regards,
myself on what to expect; and seems a total waste of time for
to concentrate on the landing, us to keep making the same mis- Alan Tolley.
not my armpits.
takes over and over again.
As I was slipping my legs sideways out of the harness on final
approach, I realised that I did
not have to go fully out of prone.
MOllths before, while soaring at
Byron Bay for a couple of hours,
my legs were getting restless; so
I accidently let both feet go out
behind the foot-bar of the harness.
I
was
trapped
at
a
0
45 angle; comfortably supported
by my thighs, and could not get
back into prone unless I completely dropped out of prone first.
SKYSAILOR
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Dear Sir,

Competition Format:
Sure there is room for further
betterment, even at Apollo, such
The
competition
will
be
based
on
Could you please publish the following invitation in your magazine. cross-country flying in accord- as the adaption of the kiting sysance with the F.A.1. class one tem whereby at a length of time
the student hovers stationary to
rules.
The New Zealand Open
the ground in a ridge lift with
Hang Gliding Championships
For further information contact:
safety ropes to the instructor.
The New Zealand Hang Gliding
But that is right through hang
The Organising Committee,
Association extends an invitation
gliding, since this sport is very
to suitably experienced pilots to New Zealand Open Hang Gliding
much still in the developing
Championships,
compete in the 1986 New Zealstage.
C/- N.Z.H.G.A.,
and Hang Gliding Open ChampionP.O. Box 817,
ships.
All in all, I believe the school is
Wellington.
the best way to learn.
The Time:
New Zealand.
As for the "post school progress"
The competition is to be held Dear Editor,
(that's
nice,
your
educated
from the 8th. February, 1986 to
Well, the
the 22nd. February, 1986 inclus- Reading last month (September) expression aint it).
ive, including official practise.
the many words exchanged be- Apollo establishment have offertween you and Ian J arman, I ed advanced courses but there
The Site:
feel compelled to say a few were none or only a very limited
about
our
professional number of takers, thus commercThe site for the competition is words
ially being
non-viable,
(that's
Coronet Peak, located approxi- school system.
nice too - it's mine).
mately 15 kms. from Queenstown.
First of all Mr. Editor, the fact
Anyway, the rest of my little
Coronet Peak is a well proven that no satisfied customer moved story could indicate how the post
site and has hosted five success- to write praising words about the school whats name can happen
ful New Zealand National Champ- schools does not mean that they down here south.
Despite my
ionships. It is located in one of are not good. Rather, the lack advanced age, now amounting to
of
such
expression
is
only
an
inNew Zealand's
most beautiful
forty eight years, eleven months
areas. It offers excellent therm- dication of the pilots' natural after my historic flight, Wesley
"The only thing
alling conditions with potential inclination
what a hang glider ever wants to Hill and John Murby were asking
for flights in excess of 200 kms.
do is FLYING". (Minus exaggerat- all the questions they could find
Squeezing
on the · P.R.3 form.
ion).
Accommodation:
me for answers as if they were
Though payment
Queenstown offers a wide range Let me tell you my little story. paid for it.
of accommodation varying from Less than two years' ago, when was ceased at P.R. I Wesley
low cost caravan parks to luxury the lure of the sky have touched remained my adviser all the way
hotels. There is a motor camp my heart and seized my mind, I in the many aspects of my learnlocated at the base of Coronet bought an old Rogallo and run ing.
Peak with cabins and camping downhill with it to carry it uphill
facilities.
Occasionally Seriously · speaking, if any credit
again and again.
falling over and in between doing is due for my advancement,
take
the
small
part.
International Arrivals:
much head scratching et cetera, would
Rather, I wish to express my
without
ever
getting
airborne,
of
New Zealand has two major intergratitude to all the many expernational airports, Auckland and course.
ienced pilots who helped me with
Christchurch.
But all this was not in vain, for their instructive advices.
Auckland airport is located in it led me to "Apollo" our profess- Thank you fellows,
the North of the North Island ional hang gliding school here in
Wesley
Hill
my
and is 2-3 days' travel by car ~elbourne.
Albin G. Mullner.
from Coronet Peak.
This trip Instructor gave me adequate and
covers most of the length of attentive training for four days Editor's Note:
New Zealand and there is a wide on some sand dunes of limited
range of hang gliding sites en size. Then down the west coast
don't intend to waste more
he pushed me off for my graduatroute.
ion flight from "Spion", which at space than necessary on what is
becoming an increasingly dogmaChristchurch airport is located in the time was somewhat of a laden argument - especially as
"great
mountain"
of
250'
takethe South Island. and is approximately 6 hours' drive from Cor- off.
this letter, while purporting to
onet Peak.
Oh, the excitement of that mom- refute my original contention,
There are direct flights available ent, I remember of being so actually backs up many of the
from Christchurch to Queens- happy that I could have kissed key points of the arguments e.g. that professional instruction
town.
any good-looking woman.
past the rudimentary level is not
commercially viable. Despite the
altruistic efforts of some professSKYSAILOR
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in a few ideas which could help
me (or any other pilot), in my
selection of my next new glider.
I'm a P.R.3 which allows me off
all the flying sites I use so I'm
quite happy to stay with that rating.

ional
instructors,
the
fact
remains that many pilots are left
to fend for themselves in the
"post-school, pre-flying" stage, and
learn largely by trial and error.
As you point out Albyn, there is
still plenty of room for improvement in our embryonic training
system. It would be much easier
for these improvements to be
made if caring people such as
yourself, John Selby, and the
others
who
have contributed,
would stop wasting time in reinterpreting arguments as attacks
on
the
present system,
and
started looking for ways of making our training system work satisfactorily.

Sir,
When
couldn't make ' up my
mind about which hang glider to
buy back in 1980, the choice being between the Mega II and
the Bandit, I finally chose my
Mega II with which I have been
quite happy even though I did
end up in hospital after stalling
out.
Now, however, I'in once
again in the same position.
have
read so many
glowing
adverts. on the merits of each
double surface "hang glider", I'm
at a loss to know which one to
buy, (I never buy second-hand
ones). I feel sure I'm not asking
too much of todays' manufacturers. I require an aircraft, (yes,
an H.G. is an aircraft), I can
manage.
I need a glider which
will fly over the gap (car park)
at Maslins, S.A. to enable me to
continue flying the full length of
the cliffs which unfortunately my
Mega cannot do. I need a glider
I can side slip into a small landing area if need be.
A glider
with which I will not have to run
too fast when making a cross
wind or nil wind landing. I have
just returned from a U.K. holiday
where I was hoping to buy a
Typhoon S. but after attending
a British hang gliding meeting a
number of pilots told me they
thought the Typhoon S. would be
too much for me to handle which
of course played havoc with my
self confidence.
So I returned
home still having to decide which
double surface glider to move up
to. As I will be 62 years old
SKYSAILOR
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Regards,
Bill Thorneywork.
Editor's Note:
Purely
by
COincidence,
my
brother, Peter, was editor of
SKYSAILOR when you were in
the process of buying your present glider back in 1980, and I
remember your letter, and Peter's
reply from that time. All I can
do is to repeat Peter's advice to
you at that time, which is to
next
March,
I'm hoping the test-fly as many new gliders as
double surface glider
finally possible before making a choice.
choose will also be lighter in
weight. So to sum up I need a Living as I do in Sydney, arrangdouble surface glider which I can ing a test-fly has never been a
problem for me when choosing
reasonably control with:my next glider - but I realise
that
this can be a problem in
(a)
Weight as light as possible,
other areas.
(b)

Can Side-slip into a small
landing area (if need be),

(c)

Can land in a cross or nil
wind landing at a reasonable running speed within
my capabilities.

._-

--

feel that modern . hang glider
manufacturers should be able to
fill the above requirements without having to print adverts.
which look so wonderful when
reading them, but instead give
just plain facts about their gliders - be they good or bad, then
pilots such as I would not
become so very confused when
deciding which glider to move up
to.
For example, when one
reads all the glowing adverts.
about new cars, we soon find
quite a few good and bad points
in each car. But if one believes
all the adverts. one should not
be able to find any differences
in any of the cars. So if one
finds something different to what
the adverts. had promised one
simply has to stop the car and
get out, but if the same occurs
in a
"hang glider" one cannot
just
stop and get off. May I
make a request to any pilots who
found problems when changing up
to a double surface glider to send

In your case, I think the best
course would be to contact your
local Enterprise Wings and Moyes
agents, whose 'phone numbers
are printed at the bottom of this
note.
I'm sure they will be
happy to give you any advice you
may

require

and

may

even

be

able to arrange a test-fly for
you. Apart from the "Foil" and
the "GTR", there are two other
gliders available in Australia
the "Magic IV" and the "Vision".
As I have no information on
South Australian Agents for these
Igliders, I can only recommend
that you either contact the manufacturers directly or talk to
someone who o';ns either of
these gliders.
I hope this information helps you
in your choice.
Enterprise Wings Agent:
Phil Flentje,
Tel: (08) 272 5437
Mo~es A~ent:

Larry Loops Jones,
Tel: (08) 382 4217
For Info. on the Vision:
Stan Roy,
Suncoast Hang Gliders,
Tel: (071) 45 9185

Sir,
Whilst chatting to a local engineer I pointed to the fact that as
soon as any of our hang gliders'
tubes have a slight dent, we immediately renew such a tube as a
safety precaution against the inevitable collapse of the tube.
The engineer asked me why we
didn't use a square section tube
instead of the round section type
as the square type would give us
40%
more
protection
against
dents occurring in the tubes.
As I'm
a few
opinion
looking
letters

not an engineer perhaps
members would give their
on the subject, I will be
forward to reading their
in future SKYSAILORS.

Oh, I do realize the "A" frame
must still bend readily in a crash.

I read in our local paper (The
News) on 20 November, '85, a
report that five West Europeans
will next month try to become
the first people to cross Aussy
by hang glider, plus a microlight
aircraft.
There are three men
and two women. They hope to
take off from Perth W.A. on 17
December, and hope to reach
Sydney by the end of January,
they will of course do the trip
in
stages.
I'm
writing
this
letter to ensure that H.G.F.A. is
aware of the attempt because
hang gliders seem to get very
little press coverage. Also I wonder if H.G.F.A. will have any
film coverage of the event? Perhaps the A.B.C. Channel 2 would
be interested in this historical
crossing of Australia by hang glider.
The A.B.C. Channel 2 showed the
film
"Blue
Stratus"
which
really gave me an insight of how
the experts fly hang gliders, even
to coming down by parachute.
I felt so pleased with the film
I sent a word of thanks to the
A.B.C. Here's .hoping I need to
send another letter of thanks if
they show the Europeans crossing
Australia.

Watched by a disconsolate Beetle,
the Boys from Byron prepare for
another round of improbable height
gains near Moree, Northern N.S.W.

Regards,
Bill Thorneywork.
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BYRON BAY CUP
A most successful competition
was held at Byron Bay on· the
16th. and 17th. of November,
(Byron Bay Cup). There was a
good showing of pilots from
Queensland with about half the
field of 27 pilots being from the
local area.
Flying conditions for the two
days were very similar, with
Coorabell Ridge being used and
northeast winds prevailing.
A
low
inversion
layer
however,
meant stable conditions and Coorabell living up to its nick-name
of Core-a-bubble. As the local
pilots say, it's great practice.
Height gains we didn't get, but
enjoyable the two days were,
with 3/4 of the field making the
10kms. turnpoint at MOI)ticollom.
Drinks and pick-up vehicles were
on hand for the worn-out, dehydrated pilots. (I can testify to
losing half a stone in weight
along with many others. I think
Neil was up for nearly 4 hours).

P.R.3
1st.
2nd.
3rd.

Garry Davie
Peter Aitken
Peter Petti fer
Winning Team
(Perpetual Trophy)
Neil Mersham
Brian Rushton
Rod White

I would appreciate those pilots
who are interested in competing
to give me their names, addressThanks to Peter Koorneef who es, and 'phone numbers so that
organised and ran the competit- I can confirm your entry once
ion and to everyone who helped we know how many international
pilots will be flying.
You can
or participated.
call me on (042) 94 2645 at home,
Yours sincerely,
or at work on (02) 521 6000.
Brian Rushton,
Pres. B.B.H.G.C.
Kieran Tapsell.
LAWRENCE HARGRAVE
INTERNATIONAL

There has been a printing mistake in the Competition Diary
Day two saw a freshening of the for the Lawrence Hargrave Intersea-breeze, with only Vern gett- national.
The competition will
ing over the half-way spur and start on the 25th. January, Saturonto the turnpoint. The compet- day, and not the 27th. as adveritive spirit was high as the pilots tised.
battled to cross the spurs and
This is the Third Lawrence Hargaps along the ridge.
grave International, and we hope
The final results see the top 10 that it will prove to be a fun
positions being fairly close, with competition as it always has
the extra efforts of the follow- been in the past.
ing, winning them their trophies
and prize money. A special per- At the moment we still do not
petual trophy was won by a have any sponsor, but we still
Byron Bay team. Next year with have feelers out. We have put
a little luck with the weather, an $80.00 entrance fee on the
we'll
have somp. of
Byron's competition, but hope that with
a bit of budgetting, and getting
renowned instability.
more volunteers to help, we
might be able to have some of
Open Class
the entry fees as prize money.
There is also the possibility of
1st.
Neil Mersham
some sort of competition grant
Vern Middleton
2nd.
from the government.
3rd.
Benny Hill
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In any event, there will be a
B.B.Q. at my place on the Saturday night of the 25th. January,
after the first day of the competition.
Those
who
are
not
entrants will be required to bring
your own. Entrants will be provided for out of their entrance
fee. All are welcome.

~@.@.~rfl.l@.
THE STANWELL PARK '1986'
FREESTYLE HANG GLIDING
COMPETITION
Dear Fellow Pilots,
The first possible day for the
Stanwell Park Freestyle Competition is Sunday, 2nd. February.
If it's not held that day it will
be the first suitable day after
that. As with all these sorts of
things we must hope for favour
from He who controls the wind.
Actually the ~nterprise Wings
Stanwell Report will probably
have as up to date information
on the competition as you will
be able to get.
The prize is now a little in
excess of $2,000.00 thanks to the
generosity
of
the
sponsors
First
place
will
involved.

receive $1,000.00.
Second place
$400.00. Third place $200.00 and
Fourth Place an Altimetre donated by Parachutes Australia and
valued at $110.00.
First round
heat winners will each receive: $40.00 and Second round winners
$50.00.

for being a believer, to Chris
Boyce for staying with it despite
the setbacks, to Phil for being
Phil, to Brian Cheeseman, Forrest Park, and John Mahaffy for
digging into their pockets.

Enterprise Wings:
$250.00
(+ Encouragement Trophy)

Well
guess weill see one the 25th. of March, 1986 at:
another there and we just may
41 Gladewood Drive,
end up sitting around on the hill
above the park watching the
Daisy Hill. 4128
south and waiting for that elusive wind.
And to those who Commencing at 7.30 p.m. sharp.
could call themselves "Masters of ===============
the Wind", they can ask themselves then: "Who truly is whose
master?" May the best pilot win.

QUEENSLAND
HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
BOll ~12 ~ORtjlNGSIOE 8Rlse.NE a .11C.

The quality of the competition
will in part depend on the qualThe prize is donated by the Aust- ity of the wind. There are often
ralian
Hang
Gliding
Industry. classic days during that time of
Here is the prize breakdown:
year. We may get it first day
or we may have to wait for it. - - - - -- - - - -- - -- $480.00
Entry Fees:
It usually isn't too long and The Annual General Meeting for
there's lots to do while waiting.
$250.00
Moyes Hang Gliders
Q.H.G.A. will be held on Tuesday

Skysoaring Industries:

$200.00

Stanwell Park Kiosk and
Icecream Van:
$250.00
Aerial Technics School
of Hang Gliding:

$ 70.00

Airspace School of
Hang Gliding:

$ 50.00

Regards,
John Coby.

Sky Logic School of
Hang Gliding:

$ 50.00

Free Flight School of
Hang Gliding:

$ 40.00

Enterprise School of
Hang Gliding:

$ 30.00

Park Comfort

$200.00

H.G.F.A.
Parachutes Australia
(Altimetre Value :

$250.00

Notes
, By Jerry Furnell, (President)

$110.00)

The competition will be a one on
one sudden elimination type of
format. There will be 16 heats.
Each heat will comprise of 4
three minute flights, two by each
pilot. The ultimate winner will
be the only undefeated pilot on
the day.
It has been a real shot in the
arm to have people help out the
way they have.
Thanks Bruce
Bareham of Enterprise School of
Hang Gliding for joining the list
of generous sponsors. Thanks to
Bill Moyes for being the first to
make a commifment and act as
a catalyst. To Allan Tolley for
offering
the
suggesting
and
Encouragement Trophy going to
the best unseeded pilot.
To
Steve Kennard for the hundreds
of photo-stats.
To Bill Capaan

SKYSOARING

INDUSTRIES

349 Main Road ,
THIRROUL , N.S.W. 2515.
Hummingbird VE-l l Variometers
Kwik Clamps
Thommen 2000 - 26 Altimeters
and Wri st Strap
Hall Air Speed Indicators
Prone and Anti-vibration
brackets
Pr0lite Pulled Apex
Parachutes - High efficiency
- fast opening - super
compact - sink rate 16 fps .
Lines now stowed in deployment bag.
Container bags available
PHONE:

Steve Kennard
(042) 67 . 1794

It was great to see so many
people show up for the Nobby
Christmas Party and from all
reports it was enjoyed by all.
The food was first class and
there was plenty of it. It was
very pleasing also to see Kevin
McGuiness from Newcastle/Whitsundays,
and
also
the
land
owners from Cecil Plains.
The final meeting for 1985 of
the Nobby Club was held on the
following Monday though only a
handful of people were there.
The reasons put forward for the
dwfndling number of members
showing up at meetings were as
follows:1. Instructors
not
students along.

encouraging

too straight2. Meetings are
forward - not enough "fun".
3. Welve lost the "cosy" atmosphere we had at the old pub.
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EUNGELLA

4. No-one brings films, videos or
photos.

By Graham Etherton

5. Not enough comps. run.
6. Too far to travel for northside residents.
7. No-one
more.

flies

the

Nobby

Results of Eungella
Oct. 21-27, 1985.
Place

any
1 Danny Scott

8. General apathy.
If I was a "club doctor" I'd say

that there is something very
wrong with this club. Next year
it could well die. Cease to be.
Paying $10.00 simply enrolls you
as a Nobby member, but to be
a true bona-fide member you
must participate in as many club
activities as possible. The most
important of these is attending
meetings and voicing your opinion, offering support and constructive criticism in open conversation.
The next club meeting will be
held on the first Monday in February. This will be an election
night and the position of President, Vice-President, Secretary,
Treasurer, Competition Director
will need to be filled.
If not,
there will be no club. This means:

1. No forum for new ideas,

These resul ts were achieved on
Sunday 27th. October as the
other days of the Compo were
cancelled due to bad weather.
(Wettest October for 40 years)

Prize money to the value of
Distance $2,200 was divided between the
first ten pilots and also the
winner received an airline vouchNSW 114 er from Ansett for $320 with secNSW 112 ond place also receiving a pod
harness from the Moyes factory.
NSW
78

2

Russel Duncan

3

John Heymans

4

Mark NewHmds

5

Jack Freeman

QLD
QLD

74.5
74

6

Martini Frederio

Swit.

73

=7

Graeme Etherton QLD

65

=7

Ken Hill

QLD

65

=7

Phil Pritchard

QLD

65

=7

Rod White

NSW

65

11

Ross Hinton

NSW

64.5

= 12

Neil Mersham

NSW

64

=12

Peter Werner

QLD

64

14

Chris McDonald

NSW

63.5

15

Jerry Furnell

QLD

60.5

16

Lee Scott

NSW

59

17

Glen Kraemer

QLD

54

18

Stuart Davies

VIC

44.5

19

Chris Brandon

NSW

35.5

20

Doug Floyd

NSW

27.5

21

Bernie Gonsalves QLD

22

Bill Gartner

QLD

26.5
18

23

Bill Stuart

NSW

=24

Mark Berry

QLD

3. No social evenings.

=24

Haydn Redfern

QLD

Mike Boomer

QLD

27

Mark Hanssens

QLD

28

Derek Doull

QLD

9.5k

29

Neville Hoger

QLD

9k

30

Peter Ebeling

QLD

5.5k

31

William White

NSW

3.5k

=32

Dean Carter

QLD

3k

=32

Shane Duncan

NSW

3k

=32

Marie Tucker

QLD

3k

=35

Dave Lamont

QLD

2k

=35

Allan Pascoe

QLD

2k

37

Shane Moore

NSW

1.5k

26

5. No fun week-ends away.
6. No working-bees
local sites.

to

improve

7. No place to meet new fliers.
8. No "Nobby Notes"
you informed.

to

keep

Sp if you want a club next year,
be there, be active, be supportive, become A CLUB.
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would
like
to thank the
sponsors for their support of the
Competition. These were:Ansett Airlines,
Airborne,
Castlemaine XXXX
Chalet,
Derek Frames,
Enterprise Wings,
and Moyes Delta Gliders.

It was decided that because the
competition· was limited to one
day it would be sensible to keep
some of the trophies and prize
money for next year.
By the
time the competition is on, the
prize-money
should
be
over
$5,000.
I would like to personally thank
all the pilots who made the trip
to Eungella and I hope to see
you next year for much better
flying.

Safe Flying,
Ethel
17.5 (Meathead).
16.5
P .S. Danny Scott set a new rec16.5 ord in the compo by flying 114
Previous record was 65
14k kms.
kms. held by Steve Powter.
12.5k

2. No well of knowledge and experience for students to draw
from.

4. No comps.

II
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~DYES
By Paul Burns

Renrinted from ' HANG GLIDING
Through a couple of phone calls,
I made arrangements to visit
Steve Moyes at his U.S.A headquarters In the San Fernando
Valley north of Los Angeles, CA
to pick up the GTR for evaluatIon.
When I arrived, I found
the glider I was to evaluate on
the front lawn In a state of
partial assembly. I engaged In
a casual Inspection as Steve
explained set-up and break-down
procedures, as well as giving me
a brief history of the glider.
As It turns out, this was the
same GTR that Steve flew in
the 1985 World Championships
and more recently, at Grouse
Mountain, Vancouver, British Columbia. Results for these competitions were an Impressive 2 1 finish, respectively.
The sail on this glider caught
my attention as I had noticed
an unusal texture to the cloth.
I questioned Steve about the
type of material used and was
instructed to "take a look inside".
I unzipped the bottom
surface access and was surprised
to find Surfcoat, shiny side in,
which shimmered In translucent
colours.
Withdrawing my head
from Inside the sail I must have
had a confused expression on
my face, for Steve started to
explain before I could ask my
question.
Steve said he constructed this particular machine
for the World Meet. From past
experience he knew that conditions could range from damp
to wet, and that flying in the
rain was a very real possibility.
With this in mind, Steve constructed the sail of Surfcoat to
take advantage of its ability to
shed water.
After absorbing this information,
I remarked to Steve that due to
the heavier sail cloth the glider
might be a bit stiff in handling.
I was convinced my suspicions
were
confirmed when
Steve

advised that the glider was
"impossible to turn with the V.G.
(variable geometry) on". Admittedly, I was a bit shocked to
hear this comment, and more
than a bit "psyched out" over
flying the GTR in mountain
thermals for my initial flight.
I therefore elected to familiarize myself with this design In
smoother
conditions,
and
travelled to Torrey Pines, CA
for a day of smooth ridge lift.
Upon my arrival the winds were
almost straight on at about 1012 mph.
After set-up, preflight and a harness check, I
moved the GTR toward the
launch.
Ground handling posed
little problem, even with the
somewhat loose rigging caused
by having the V.G. In the "off"
position.

Launch was easily accomplished
as static balance Is excellent.
The relatively slow stall speed
of 17 mph. allowed a quick takeoff in two or three running
steps. Once airborne I initiated
a right turn and was pleasantly
surprised with the quick, smooth
response
using
minimal
bar
pressure. I flew for about ten
mlntues with the V.G. "off"
while I familiarized myself with
the
handling
characteristics.

Before pulling the V.G. "on" I
recalled Steve's comments about
the handling. Cautiously I pulled about two feet ( t of full
throw) and made a couple of
turns.
Unable to detect any
stiffness in handling, I pulled
the V.G. full on. I found that
the GTR was indeed a bit stiffer than with the V.G. off, but
the wing remained controllable
and predictable. Although somewhat more spirally unstable in
turns, only mild high-siding was
needed to stabilize bank angles
In the light ridge lift.
After
climbing to 300 feet above
launch, I released the V.G.
string to the loose position and,
turning upwind, I performed a
"speed run". The GTR accelerated smoothly to 47 mph. (indicated) while remaining solid in
directional stability.
Initiation
in roll control at these faster
airspeeds Is accomplished with
lateral movement only - no need
to shove the bar foreward to
establish roll at higher speeds
as with some other current
designs.
A first landing on a new design
can often get the adrenalin flowing.
The
GTR
provided
a
smooth, stable approach and once
in ground effect, the wing seemed solidly stable, yet responsive
to control Inputs. Flare authorIty Is Impressive, as the GTR
landed
beautifully
at
zero
ground sped.
No tendency to
drop a tip was noticed on this
initial landing.
Soa.ring thermals is an uncomplicated activity on the GTR as
application of control is straightforward and requires no special
control techniques.
The GTR
responds quickly in roll even In
moderate to strong lift conditions.
Once roll is established,
turn co-ordination is accomplished with a slight push.
Little
effort is needed to keep this
design 0"cored". and roll reversals (45 to 45°) are accomplished quickly with the minimal
effort.
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off" conditions,
was rather
skeptical of my chances to stay
up for any length of time.
Other Hang N
pilots flying
Ducks and Comets had been limited to gains of only a few
hundred feet and were spending
more time below launch than
above.
Launching into a good
cycle, the GTR popped a couple
I now had more than enough hundred ' feet above launch quickconfidence to fly the GTR in ly, and I was able to stay above
the mountains.
In fact, I was launch for the next 45 minutes.
quite anxious.
The next day I watched as a couple of fellow
found me setting the GTR up pilots worked hard to gain
at the "E" launch at Elsinore, enough altitude for a top landwere : ing. As the thermals gradually
CA.
A
few
gliders
already soaring several hundred faded, I brought the GTR in for
feet above launch as I prepared a top landing which proved to
I
for take-off. My entry into the be another no-steps beauty.
air was easily accomplished in have to admit, the GTR made
light winds under five mph. The me look good on this particular
GTR provided a stable ride to landing and put a smile on my
the first thermal which was of face.
the variety common to this site The GTR sail is laid out span- punchy, small in diameter, and wise and all popular sail materclose to the ground.
Although ials in a wide variety of colors
The GTR disI was over-controlling some, the are available.
GTR climbed in spite of my in- plays
lots
of
reinforcement
ability to find a core for points in the sail with large
several turns.
Thermals this mylar stiffeners at the wing tip
day proved to be generally light
panels, and wide mylar leading
due to a temperature inversion
edge stiffeners. Sail constructwith a ceiling at 5,000 ft.
(2,250
feet
above
take-off). ion on the two models I inspectFlight for 1 t hours improved ed showed top quality for both
materials
and
craftsmanship.
the co-ordination of my control The sail on the glider flown disinputs, and the GTR began to played a tiny bit of flutter near
respond more consistently, mak- midspan at the trailing edge at
ing me feel quite comfortable. speeds in excess of 40 mph.
I continued to soar while the with the V.G. string loose.
convergence passed through the This flutter was eliminated by
landing area (as' it does most pulling the V.G. from half to
days
throughout .the
warmer full tight position. With the V.G.
months). As I prepared for my on, the sail remained clean
landing
approach,
I watched throughout
the
speed range.
intently while the windsock in Wetsuit-type foam pads protect
the
landing
zone
oscillated the sail from frame abrasion at
between south and west, some- cross bar center and at cross
times in excess of 90 0 , I bar/leading edge junctions.
decided upon
a conservative
approach and ignoring the tar- No actual side-by-side performget, set up to land in the ance comparisons were performmiddle of the field leaving ed during flight research for
ample margin for error and this report.
Values assigned
changing conditions.
Once in were therefore awarded based
ground effect I wish I had on my own impressions and the
ignored my apprehensions in- glider's competition results.
stead of the target. The landing was
a
no-steps
beauty The Moyes GTR offers worldreminiscent of the first Torrey class performance, yet retains
landing on the previous day.
an ease of operation that should
to
competition
and
appeal
A couple of days were spent recreational pilots alike.
Its
flying the GTR at Marshall excellent sink rate, speed range
Peak near Crestline, CA in con- and comfortable control pressditions ranging from light to ures should be attractive to
moderate. One evening I launch- cross country pilots where long
ed after 6.00 p.m. into "glass- duration flights are a must.

Pulling the V.G. "on" full travel,
I engaged in another sped run
to 49 mph. (indicated).
This
exercise revealed that directional control is a bit more sluggish
in this configuration, but control
is predictable through moderate
bar pressure.
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And the landing qualities of this
design are certain to delight all.
The GTR's combination of performance, speed range, handling,
great landing qualities, threeweek
delivery
time
and
a
modest price add up to an
impressive
value
from
the
Moyes Boys.
SPECIFICATION

Area:

162 sq.ft.

Nose Angle:

130

Span:

34 ft.

Glider weight:

68lbs.(7 2lbs. w /bag)

Pilot weight range

130-230 lbs.

pilot proficiency
required:
Hang m
Keel:

0

above

&

140t" x 1 5/8 " x .049
external sleeves

X-Bar:

120t" x 2t" x .049

Leading Edge: 202t" x 1 3/4 " x
•• 049 w /inner & outer sleeve
Control bar, base tube:
60" x 1 1/8 " x .083
Control bar, down tube:
65" x 1 1/8 " x .083
Kingpost:

60" x 1 1/8 " x .083

Fiberglass tip (tapered):
.
3
43t" x /4 -

t

1
"x

/8"

K eel pocket standpost:
10" x

t"

x .049

Front-to-rear flying and
landing wires:
7 x 7 x 3/32"
coated
Side flying wires:

1/8 " x 7 x 19

Reflex bridles:

1/16" x 7 x 7

Nose plates, C G bracket,
nose catch channe~ tail
chann~ control -bar top,
control bar base bracket,
control bar shackles,
all tangs:
stainless steel
All
hard ware
quality
Options:

standard

" AN"

Speed bar, base
tube, strea mlined uprights & kingpost.

PACKAGE DEAL
SWIFT 170 (P.R.3)
As new.
sail.

Black L.E.

whi te and brown

$450.00

G.T. 190 (P.R.3)

INSTRUMENT PANEL

Excellent condition.
Blue undersurface, white sail.
Surfcote L.E.
Will sell or swap for GTR
162 with cash adjustment.
$1,000.00

Ball vario, Thommen Altimeter.
$250.00

Phone: Hans Streller (060) 25 3359

APRON HARNESS

COCOON HARNESS with 'chute.
$250.00
$30.00
OR

MOYES GTS 170
Drum tight sail.
No flutters, V.G.
Never
bent,
low
airtime.
Fully
inspected by licence AMC. White mainsail green double surface.
Must
sell
no
reasonable
offer
refused.
$1,000.00

THE LOT for just $850.00

Phone: David (066) 29 1313

Red, blue and white~ Excellent condition.
Harness included.
Urgent sale,
pilot going overseas.
$1,450.00 O.N.O.

PROBE II (175) (P.R.3)
Surfcoat sail,
You are crazy
this bargain.

V.B. great condition.
if you don't snap up

meeting

in

Newcastle

or

Phone: Peter Ryan (049) 92 1743
(049) 92 1612
MOYES MEGA 3. (P.R.3)
Good condition.
Easy to learn on but
will take you through to Intermediate
X-Country.
$500.00 O.N.O.

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)

Phone: Pete (02) 708 1543

Trike fitted with 25 h.p. 425 cc. JPX
motor.
Extremely light. 70lbs total
weight of Trike.
Moyes 180 missile
wing with leading edge, crossbar &
keel sleeve.
Flies well with or without trike. Includes regd. trailer.
$2,500.00
Phone: Frank (067) 32 2733 (work)
(067) 32 3306 (home)
MARS 1 7 ('j (P. R. 1 )
Good Condition

Phone: Smithy (049) 88 6146
or,
(049) 87 3211 (b.h.)

$1,200.00
and

SKYTREK BANDIT 180
Gold
red and white.
respect. A.I.
$750.00

Steve (042) 67 1794

TRIKE

$1,100.00
Can arrange
Sydney.

Phone:

MEGA 2 (P.R.1)
Treated

Phone: Steve (066) 52 2066 (b.h.)
(066) 53 2052 (a.h.)

with

sail,
spare
upright.
Reconditioned
Urgent sale. Owner going overseas.
$650.00
Phone:

Nat. (02) 818 3397
SKYSAILOR
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MOYES MISSILE 180 (P.R.3)
Red with yellow nose and keel pocket.
BRAND NEW - 42 h.p. CUYUNA TWIN CARBIE
ENGINE WITH PLANETARY GEARBOX.
Engine comes with proven Cuyuna electronic ignition and axial fan cooling.
Most compact and powerful engine package available today. Will guarantee.
$1,790.00
Phone: Rod Birrell, (03) 439 6083 (a.h)

Good condition and comes with free
"French Connection" - $700.00
Phone Brett: (07) 371 1911 (w)

(07) 273 4247 (h).
ALTAIR 165 (P.R.l)
1 year old.

ASCENDER II ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT
Comes with Cuyuna ULll02 engine and
multi colour sail.
A proven cross
country performer with forgiving flying characteristics.
Flight training
available if required.
Aircraft legal
ANO 95.10 design. Urgent Sale.
Only $5,300 O.N.O.
(normal price $6,900)

Good condition.
$1,100.00 O.N.O.

Contact:
Alain Devauchelle,
1/76 The Esplanade,
Paradise Point. 4216
Phone: (075) 57 3490

Phone: Rod Birrell (03) 439 6083 (a.h.)
SKYLANDS ALTAIR 165 (P.R.l)
White and yellow with burgundy leading
edge, single surface glider, an excellent first glider, two years old and
one owner. In great condition.
$l,OOOO.N.O.

COCOON HARNESS Moyes Deluxe - $99.00
Phone Chris "Space" Hunter:

(08) 384-3556.

Ring Noel: (03) 61001 Ext.2294 (b.h.)
Or,
(03) 29 3466 (a.h.)

[]ll]
GTS 170
Factory V.B.
All white top
surface.

Very good condition.
surface, yellow double
$1 ,250

May consider Mars or Gyro as trade.
Phone: Alan (07) 277 4260

WANTED -

E.F.5 RIGID WING

I am looking for a good example of its
type.
It must be in a tidy condition
and fly well.
Please send the following information.
Colour Photo, Date
of construction, Professional or Amateur Built, Wing area.
Anything else
you might like to tell me.
John Stewart,
P.O. Box 130,
Whangaparaoa,
Auckland.
New Zealand.
Ph.N.Z.0942-48608 after 6pm. N.Z. time.

COCOON HARNESS
Good condition with P.A. parachute container and deployment bag.
"But no
'chute". Suit approx. 5'7" pilot.
$50.00
Phone: Alan (07) 277 4260
SKYSAILOR
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LEADING EDGE

for Bandit 180.

Phone Peter: (02) 450 2545 (w)

(02) 456 3372 (h)

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

•••••••

10·

••

•

••••••••••••••••••

10

••••••••••••••••••

,

a member Association of:

(Name of State/Territory Association)

HANG GLIDING
FEDERATION of
AUSTRALIA

To:

The Administrator
H.G.F.A.
Suite 508
Sports House
157-161 Gloucester Street
SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2000.

NEW MEMBER· / RENEWAL·
(Please use BLOCK letters)
Surname

Address:

Given names

Membership No.
(if applicable)

.....................................................................
State

Telephone:

Business (
) ••••••••••••••••
(area code)

Postcode

Private (
) •••••••••••••••
(area code)

Occupat ion

Sex:

Citizenship

Date of birth

Date joined

Pi lot Rating ••••••••••••••••
( i f app I i cab Ie)

FAI Licence:

No •••••••••••••••••••••••••

M·

F·

Issuedate ••••••••••••••••••
Expi ry date •••••••••••••••••

Membership fee enclosed

•

$ ............ .

Please delete as applicable •

DECLARAT Ia-.!
I hereby apply for membership of ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
and understand
that
this
entitles me
to
receive
the national
magazine
II SKYSA I LOR" ,
3rd Party Insurance up to $1,000,000 (with $200 excess), use of
As soc i at ion con t r 0 I led sit e san d v 0 tin g p r i v Ii e g e s a t me e tin g s 0 f my Stat e /
Territory
Association.
I agree
to
abide
by
the
constitutlon~,
rules,
regulations and instructions from officers of the Association.

Signed

th is

Note:
Individual pilots can only join
Each Association is a member of H.G.F.A.

their

~

Copy avai lable from State Secretary.

day of •••••••••••••• 19 •••
own State/Territory Association.

M E M B E R S HIP

FEE S

1 9 8 6

NEW MEMBERS ONLY
HGFA
LEVY

STATE

STATE
FEE

TOTAL

DISCOUNT
FOR r>1ErvtBERS
RENEWING
BY 31/12/85

NET
FEE

JOINING
BETWEEN
1/1/86 31/3/86

JOINING
BETWEEN
1/4/86 30/6/86

JOINING
BETWEEI~

1/7/86 30/9/86

JOINING
BETWEEN
1/10/86 31/12/86

NSW (members in (02)
or (042) STD areas)

35.00

12.00

47.00

(5.00)

42.00

47.00

35.75

24.50

13.25

NSW (all others)

35.00

10.00

45.00

(5.00)

40.00

45.00

33.75

22.50

11.25

VICTORIA

35.00

10.00

45.00

(5.00)

40.00

45.00

33.75

22.50

11.25

QUEENSLAND

35.00

10.00

45.00

(5.00)

40.00

45.00

33.75

22.50

11.25

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

35.00

15.00

50.00

(5.00)

45.00

50.00

37.50

25.00

12.50

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

35.00

15.00

50.00

(5.00)

45.00

50.00

37.50

25.00

12.50

TASMANIA

35.00

15.00

50.00

(5.00)

45.00

50.00

37.50

25.00

12.50

ACT

35.00

10.00

45.00

(5.00)

40.00

45.00

33.75

22.50

11.25

- - - - --

NOTE:

-

A phone-in weather station is being installed at Stanwell Park. As this facility will mainly benefit those in the
Sydney/Wol1ongong area, NSW HGA has decided to levy those members an extra $2.00 pa to pay for this facility.
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